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Clifford the Big Red Dog: Learning About Thanksgiving written by: Clifford goes to visit his mom for the
holiday and has many funny adventures. This literacy lesson for Clifford the Big Red Dog learning about
Thanksgiving teaches children about different ways to celebrate Thanksgiving. Lesson activities for reviewing
sight words and using ABC order are included. This an excellent stand-alone lesson for Thanksgiving or it can
be combined with autumn lesson units or other lesson plans based on Clifford books. The educational
objectives are: Learning about holidays like Thanksgiving Understanding the different ways people celebrate
holidays Reviewing and reinforcing sight words fluency Developing vocabulary and literacy skills Here is a
supply list for this lesson: Halloween, Thanksgiving, neighbors, drawbridge, highway, tunnel, station,
neighborhood, parade, football, thankful, Clifford, Emily Elizabeth, Grandma, family Make flashcards quickly
and easily by using blank index cards and writing the words on them neatly. Point to the book title and
pronounce it, and then ask the children to say the title. Take a poll to see how many children are familiar with
Clifford the Big Red Dog , and ask them what they like best about him. Read the story to the class. Here are
some suggested discussion questions for this story: What is your favorite holiday â€” Halloween or
Thanksgiving? How does your family celebrate Thanksgiving? How many of you have flown in an airplane?
What did you like best about traveling that way? How many of you have traveled by train? What was your
favorite part of the trip? Why did he keep going? Why did he go back home? Who is Emily Elizabeth thankful
for? Who are you thankful for? These questions can be asked during the book reading or at the end of the
story. Ask the children if they have any questions about the story they have just heard. Use the prepared
flashcards to review the Dolch sight words. Let the children find the words in the book and match the words
with the correct flash cards. Repeat the process with the vocabulary words. Let each student select one of the
flashcards and then repeat this sequence: Point to the word, say the word, trace the word. Let the children put
the cards in ABC order. They can work independently or in groups. They answered questions, demonstrated
comprehension, reviewed sight words, and participated in various lesson activities. Printable teacher
worksheets are included.
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Clifford's Sports Day - Duration: Clifford the Big Red Dog Opening Theme - Duration: a Clifford Big Red Reader Duration:

Asks students to estimate the number of bones that fit into two doghouses. Make one large doghouse and one
small doghouse. Have your students cut out each doghouse. Then give students a sheet of bones. Next have
them estimate: After they have made their estimations, have them cut out the bones. Now they can see how
many fit inside each house. You may want them to answer the following: How close were your estimates to
the facts? Would you like the manipulatives and activity sheets to match this activity? Make a list of these
deeds. Now that the students have some ideas, they can write about their best good deeds or the best good
deed someone has done for them. When they finish the writing part, have them illustrate it. Collect and bind to
make a class book! CDROM 4 Includes a cover for your class book and a writing sheet for your student to
share their feelings and ideas about good deeds. Have your students sequence these symbols to explain the
events in the story. This would make a great pocket chart center! You could also make enough for each child
and have them sequence the story at their desks. After they finish sequencing, encourage the students to retell
the story to a neighbor. Would you like these patterns? You can place the center in a pocket chart or in a
Ziploc baggie. You can also give each student their own set and work with these as a group or allow the
students to take them home for practice. The student must match a dog house to a picture. Each doghouse has
a letter on it. The student must find a picture that begins with that letter sound. The student lays the picture on
the dog house. Roll For Bones Dice Game - student rolls dice and colors in the rolled number of bones on their
game board. First player to color in all their bones wins the game. Would you like this gameboard. Place them
in a pocket chart. Use them to retell the story. Have your students put them in the order they happened in the
story. Would you like these on sentence strip ready to print? Would you like a center sheet to match this?
Great ideas from teachers! I also bring in a box of dog bones for an estimation activity. The child that has the
closest estimate gets the dog bones to take home to their dog.. I have a collection of dog prizes stickers,
pencils, note pads etc they can choose from. I teach first grade so I let my students partner read Clifford books
on the floor I have a collection of stuffed Cliffords so there is enough for partners to share one. We do a venn
diagram comparing two Clifford books that we have read that day. We make clifford headbands with floppy
ears and I paint their noses black. I also have a Clifford take home bag that we pass around during our Clifford
unit. It has Clifford books, a stuffed Clifford, a writing journal and some take home activities. I bought it at
www. We also wear red on that day and i cover their desks with red bulletin board paper and they are allowed
to draw a big Clifford on their paper for morning work as they come in that morning. Pour over 1 box of
Crispix cereal in medium bowl. Put sugar in a alarge bowl and add the ingredients to coat. Serve in a plastic
bag. We did dog bone printing Make sure you get the bones that are flat on one side. We also made paw prints
by using palm of hand and fingertips for toes. We made Clifford by folding a triangle shaped piece of red
paper. If you fold each side over from the ends it looks like ears and the middle is the face. I had another
picture with Clifford on it and at the bottom numbers. I had drawn sets of bones. The kids cut out the number
words at the bottom to match the bone sets and glued them in a space. We made yarn dogs. I had an outline of
Clifford and the children cut yarn some cut, some just made the yarn go around and around to fill Clifford in.
Glue these onto large sheets of paper and distribute to students. Compile into a class book and place at the
reading center. Have students decorate their houses any way they wish. On my calender, I have a Clifford
decoration holding a flag. I have Clifford books displayed on my chalkboard ledge for the kids to browse
through. I have a few stuffed Cliffords. I have a b. Our class is sending guess who Should be a super learning
experience. I have a pocket chart that manages my literacy centers. I have colored Cliffords that designate
each center area ex. Then in my classroom I have the same colored Cliffords in different areas to designate
work areas for that center. The red Clifford might be by my desk to designate "the reading area" or the blue
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Clifford might be by the door to designate the math area. That way students have a particular work area to go
to during literacy centers. Great ideas for centers For a center I had pictures of Cliffords with numbers on them
and dog bones the biscuit kind that are real. The children matched that number of bones to the picture.
Students choose a card, put the number of the first addend in the first bowl, and the number of the second
addend in the second bowl. Then instruct students to count the dog bones altogether. You may want them to
copy the problems and answers onto a piece of paper or whiteboard. Students put the correct number of
biscuits on each card. They may put the cards and biscuits in sequential order. I usually use half sheets. Also
have a supply of small dog biscuits or paper "dog bones" available. Students put the houses in sequential order
and then place the correct number of small dog biscuits or bone cutouts on the paper. You can add patterning
by using different colors of construction paper, doghouses, or dogs.
Chapter 3 : The Dog Who Cried "Woof!" (Clifford the Big Red Dog) (Big Red Reader Series) | eBay
Miss Keating, an Australian Primary School Teacher, reads popular books for you and your students.

Chapter 4 : Clifford the Big Red Dog - Season 2, Episode 1: Clifford's Valentine's Day Special - calendrierd
Clifford comes along with Emily Elizabeth for Field Day at school. The big red dog bounces through the sack race, tries
to jump over the hurdles in one leap, and even helps Emily Elizabeth win a tug-of-war.

Chapter 5 : Clifford's Really Big Movie () - IMDb
Clifford the Big Red Dog, Clifford's Sports Day [Bridwell Norman] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers.

Chapter 6 : Grades Pre-K to 5: Teacher Lesson Plans for Clifford Books: All About Thanksgiving
Clifford the big red dog has become a big franchise. The repetitiveness of the series soon becomes boring to adults.
Basic plot: Clifford gets in trouble, but he's such a good dog, it always works out in the end.

Chapter 7 : Clifford | PBS Kids
Norman Bridwell, the creator and author of the Clifford the Big Red Dog book series, in Clifford the Big Red Dog is an
American children's book series about a giant red dog named Clifford. It was first published in and was written by
Norman Bridwell ().

Chapter 8 : Clifford Interactive Storybook: Clifford's Big Dig
Play games with Clifford the Big Red Dog, Emily Elizabeth and all of their friends on Birdwell Island. Play games about
reading, sharing and math with Clifford.

Chapter 9 : Norman Bridwell/Clifford The Big Red Dog:Cifford Goes To Dog School/Sports/Kinde | eBay
When Emily Elizabeth's enormous, exuberant pet joins the kids for a day of outdoor games and races, the result is BIG
fun! From using sack race bags as booties to becoming the team's illegal secret weapon in the tug of war, there's no
keeping Clifford the Big Red Dog down. Full color.
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